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While lockouts are a useful tool in penalising poorly managed venues, it is not clear that
across the board lockouts improve safety; however there is strong evidence that they are
having impacts on live music and performance venues and restaurants that provide
alternatives to binge drinking. Safe and well managed venues that help civilise the night
time scene should be able to apply for appropriate exemptions.
Other measures need to be considered on a case-by-case basis. For example, I do not
support bans on glass in small, well managed restaurants that can have no impact on
violence, and was concerned to learn strikes have been awarded to restaurants in Potts
Point for serving wine in a glass.
Do you favour the benefit of lockouts being expanded to other areas?

Licensing restrictions should be comparable across metropolitan Sydney. I am particularly
concerned about exemptions for Star Casino and the future casino site at Barangaroo. As
stated above, I support lockouts imposed on poorly managed venues causing problems
rather than a blanket approach. I do support earlier cessation of alcohol service and this
measure should be introduced across the board.
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Do you favour the trial being completed before a final decision is made?

The lockouts and early cessation of alcohol and other associated restrictions on alcohol
were introduced permanently in the CBD Entertainment Precinct, not on a trial basis. The
legislation included a statutory inde'lrendent review of the provisions two years after
implementation, as is the case with many new laws.
NewDemocracy's citizens' jury on late-night violence set up by the NSW Government,
Thomas Kelly Foundation and City of Sydney recommended the review commence 12
months after commencement and the Law and Safety Committee inquiry on alcohol and
drug-related violence recommended that the review occur as soon as data from the Bureau
of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) for the summer of 2014-15 becomes publicly
available.
I support a review when BOCSAR data is available to see if the laws can be improved.

Do you favour exemptions?
No venue should be permitted to trade 24 hours and I support a 3am cessation of alcohol
service for all venues. The evidence linking 24 hour trading with violence and anti-social
behaviour is strong.

While lockouts are a useful tool in penalising poorly managed venues, it is not clear that
across the board lockouts improve safety; however there is strong evidence that they are
having impacts on live music and performance venues and restaurants that provide
alternatives to binge drinking. Safe and well managed venues that help civilise the night
time scene should be able to apply for appropriate exemptions.
Other measures need to be considered on a case-by-case basis. For example, I do not
support bans on glass in small, well managed restaurants that can have no impact on
violence, and was concerned to learn strikes have been awarded to restaurants in Potts
Point for serving wine in a glass.
Do you favour the benefit of lockouts being expanded to other areas?

Licensing restrictions should be comparable across metropolitan Sydney. I am particularly
concerned about exemptions for Star Casino and the future casino site at Barangaroo. As
stated above, I support lockouts imposed on poorly managed venues causing problems
rather than a blanket approach. I do support earlier cessation of alcohol service and this
measure should be introduced across the board.
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